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360° Indoor Wi-Fi Camera IMOU Ranger 2C 4MP
Take care of the security of your home. The IMOU Ranger 2C indoor camera allows you to record 4MP quality video in real time. What's
more, it offers a wide viewing angle, so it captures almost the entire room. It also enables automatic detection of people and follows a
moving object. In addition, a special mode automatically covers the lens when you are indoors.
 
Intelligent person detection
The camera uses advanced image processing technology to quickly detect people. It will then send a notification to your smartphone, so
you  can  monitor  the  situation.  You  also  don't  have  to  worry  about  false  alarms.  In  addition,  you  will  receive  a  notification  in  case  of
unusual sound, such as a baby crying.
 
Wide viewing angle and object tracking
The IMOU Ranger 2C features a wide viewing angle of up to 355° horizontally and up to 80° vertically, allowing you to view almost all
corners of the room, eliminating blind spots. In addition, it automatically detects and tracks moving objects and people.
 
Clear images both during the day and at night
The camera offers an image resolution of 2560 x 1440, so you'll see almost every detail. You can count on high image quality even after
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dark. The night mode turns on and off automatically, and the advanced IR algorithm is responsible for clear and crisp images. In addition,
the detection range at night reaches 10m.
 
Two-way audio
Talk  to  your  household  members  and speak to  your  pet  even if  you're  not  at  home.  The IMOU Ranger  2C camera is  equipped with  a
speaker and microphone, so it supports two-way audio. This will also allow you to scare away an uninvited guest in your home.
 
2 ways to save recordings
Have confidence that the footage of the intrusion has been saved. The camera has a slot for an SD card with a capacity of max. 256 GB.
You can also store footage in the IMOU cloud - from there you can view saved footage or update the software.
 
Included
camera
user manual
power supply
power cord
set of screws
mounting bracket
installation template
Manufacturer
IMOU
Model
Ranger 2C
Matrix
1/2.7" 2 Megapixel Progressive CMOS
Resolution
2560 x 1440 4 Mpx
Detection range at night
10 m
Fixed lens
3.6 mm
Viewing angle
92°(W), 48° (S), 109° (G)
Rotation
Up to 355° horizontally, -5° to 80° vertically
Connection
Wi-Fi IEEE802.11b/g/n, up to 50 m (outdoors)
Application
IMOU
Compatibility
iOS, Android
Video compression
H.265 / H.264
Microphone/speaker
2-way audio
Interface
Micro SD card slot (up to 256 GB)
Power supply
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DC 5V/1A
Power consumption
5 W
Operating temperature
-10°C ~ +45°C
Operating humidity
Below 95%RH
Dimensions
106.1 x 77.4 x 77.4 mm
Weight
220 g

Preço:

€ 37.00

Casa inteligente, Others
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